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Nucleation probability in binary heterogeneous nucleation of water–n-propanol vapor mixtures
on insoluble and soluble nanoparticles
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Nucleation probabilities for binary heterogeneous nucleation have been measured quantitatively. Heteroge-
neous nucleation of binaryn-propanol–water vapor mixtures on partially soluble 6.9-nm NaCl particles and on
nonsoluble oxidized and nonoxidized 8-nm Ag particles at a constant nucleation temperature of 288 K~NaCl!
or 285 K ~Ag! has been investigated experimentally and theoretically. An expansion chamber was applied to
generate supersaturated vapor mixtures. Number concentrations of particles activated to condensational growth
were determined optically for various vapor phase activities at constant temperature. Nucleation probabilities
have been measured as functions of the vapor phase activities for severaln-propanol–water vapor mixing
ratios. Beyond certain vapor phase activities a sharp onset of heterogeneous nucleation was observed both for
NaCl and for Ag particles. For insoluble particle surfaces the theoretical slopes of the nucleation probability
versus vapor phase activity curves were found to be somewhat steeper as compared to the experiment. On the
other hand, for soluble particles the experimental slopes were found to be in satisfactory agreement with
theory. The onset of the nucleation process is defined at an activity value where 50% of the particles were
activated to condensational growth. Onset activities were obtained for various mixing ratios of the binary vapor
mixtures. In the case of NaCl nuclei forn-propanol rich mixtures, the heterogeneous nucleation calculations
based on a thermodynamically consistent version of Fletcher theory and an experimentally determined contact
angle provide a reasonable approximation of the experimental data. However, it appears that the Fletcher
theory is not applicable in the region of transition fromn-propanol rich to water rich mixtures. Based on the
Köhler theory of activation of soluble particles, a theory was formulated accounting for the presence of two
condensable vapors and limited solubility of NaCl in water-propanol liquid mixtures. This approach provides
a satisfactory description of the transition from activation of soluble particles to nucleation of vapors on
insoluble particles. In the case of silver particles Fletcher theory with macroscopic experimental contact angles
as well as with contact angle zero results in strong deviations from experimental data. A significant improve-
ment was achieved by introducing fit contact angles, which are substantially lower than the macroscopic
experimental values and may be considered as approximate values of the microscopic contact angles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric clouds represent an everyday demonstra
of heterogeneous nucleation initiated by soluble nuc
mostly salt particles that have deliquesced at relative hum
ties below 100%. Another type of heterogeneous nuclea
occurs on insoluble nuclei: supersaturated vapor forms liq
embryos on particle surfaces, triggering the growth of liqu
droplets. More than one molecular species often particip
in vapor-liquid nucleation, due to the depression of the in
vidual equilibrium vapor pressures above liquid mixture s
faces.

Formation of atmospheric aerosols has recently rece
growing experimental and theoretical interest due to clim
and health related effects of fine particles@1,2#. Although
new theories have been developed~see, e.g., Laaksonenet

*Formerly Petersen.
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al., 1995 @3#!, including molecular dynamics~e.g., Arstila
et al., 1998@4#! and Monte Carlo simulations@5#, the classi-
cal nucleation theory~see, e.g., Seinfeld and Pandis, 19
@6#! is the only one that is practical for atmospheric applic
tions, and particularly in atmospheric models. The class
nucleation theory requires detailed representations of var
thermodynamic parameters as input@7,8#. However, labora-
tory experiments and also molecular approaches are ne
to confirm the results obtained by classical theories and
the future, parametrized versions of molecular models
hopefully be used in atmospheric models.

Condensational growth of insoluble aerosol particles
often initiated by heterogeneous nucleation on the surfac
these particles. The classical theory of heterogeneous nu
ation was developed by Fletcher~1958! @9#. The theory was
extended to binary systems using the capillarity approxim
tion by Lazaridiset al. ~1991! @10#. Heterogeneous nucle
ation on insoluble particles initiates changes in particle s
and composition distributions, but does not increase part
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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number concentration. Soluble aerosol particles may grow
a result of equilibrium uptake of vapors~mostly water!, but
only when the vapor becomes supersaturated can signifi
mass transfer in the form of condensation take place betw
the phases.

While homogeneous nucleation has been studied for v
ous unary as well as binary vapor systems, the few quan
tive experiments on heterogeneous nucleation reported s
~e.g., Refs.@11–17#!, are mainly restricted to unary vapors

Kotzick et al. @11# investigated the heterogeneous nuc
ation of water vapor on soot particles applying a Nola
Pollak counter. A reaction of soot particles with ozone@39#
facilitates the heterogeneous nucleation behavior of w
vapor. This is reflected in a decrease of the critical supers
ration. A Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was
plied to investigate the functional groups on the surface o
particle. Surprisingly, a significant difference between inf
red spectra of the ozone treated and nontreated aeroso
not found. The untreated soot sample already revealed a
nificant amount of oxygen despite the aerosol generatio
an Ar atmosphere.

Kotzick et al. @12# studied the possibility for an initially
hydrophobic aerosol to act as cloud condensation nucle
turning more hydrophilic either due to coagulation with h
drophilic particles or changing the particles’ surface prop
ties due to oxidation with ozone. Heterogeneous nuclea
of water vapor on carbon particles, benzo@a#pyrene-tagged
@40# carbon particles, and external mixtures of carbon p
ticles with sodium chloride and sulfuric acid aerosols w
compared. Carboneous particles were found to be able t
activated to condensational growth at atmospheric condit
after undergoing processes mentioned above.

Chen et al. @13# investigated the condensation of wat
vapor on submicrometer particles SiO2 and TiO2 applying a
flow cloud chamber. Critical supersaturations are sma
than Fletcher theory predicts for perfectly wettable particl
even though SiO2 and TiO2 are insoluble in water. The dis
crepancy cannot be explained by the effects of line tensio
surface diffusion. Further, Chenet al. @14# observed a similar
behavior with n-butanol vapor and SiO2 and TiO2. Both
aerosols induce the heterogeneous nucleation better th
predicted for perfectly wettable particles by Fletcher the
@9#. Also, lactose and monosodium glutamate particles@15#
induce the heterogeneous nucleation ofn-butanol better than
particles perfectly wettable byn-butanol.

Oatiset al. @16# investigated the deliquescence and effl
rescence of ammonium sulfate (NH4)2SO4 in the presence o
only partially soluble salts, CaCO3 or BaSO4, by means of a
single particle levitation technique. While the deliquescen
point of pure (NH4)2SO4 is not influenced by the presence
CaCO3 or BaSO4, the influence is remarkable at the effl
rescence point: this was observed at higher relative hum
ties while solid CaCO3 or BaSO4 was present in the solutio
of (NH4)2SO4 and water. The shape of the deliquescen
curve is also slightly different in cases with and without i
soluble substances.

Han et al. @17# found an increase in the relative humidi
at the efflorescence of (NH4)2SO4-water solution in the pres
ence of insoluble metal oxides Al2O3 , ZrO2, and TiO2. Fou-
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rier transform infrared spectroscopy was applied to obse
the efflorescence with decreasing relative humidity.

Porstendo¨rfer et al. @18# investigated heterogeneou
nucleation of water vapor on NaCl particles and nonoxidiz
Ag particles of different particle sizes applying a size an
lyzing nuclei counter. For Ag particles a satisfactory agre
ment with Fletcher theory for a contact angle 36.8° was
served. Experiments based on a similar experimental me
are the focus of the investigations described in the sub
quent sections.

The quantification of heterogeneous nucleation is e
more difficult than that of homogeneous nucleation. This
due to the complexity of interactions between the nucleat
molecules and the underlying surface. Heterogeneous nu
ation rate is strongly dependent on the characteristics of
surface, and it is extremely difficult to produce well-defin
surfaces for experimental investigations. The lack of exp
mental data, on the other hand, has made it difficult so fa
verify any theoretical ideas. It seems probable that in
future further information on the details of heterogeneo
nucleation phenomena will be acquired through molecu
dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations@19#.

In this paper the binary heterogeneous nucleation
water–n-propanol vapors on Ag and NaCl particles is stu
ied. The quantitative experiments are described in Sec. II,
theoretical approaches in Sec. III, and the experimental
modeling results are given in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTS

We have performed an experimental study of hetero
neous nucleation of supersaturated binaryn-propanol–water
vapor mixtures on monodispersed Ag and NaCl particles
der well defined thermodynamic conditions. For the vap
compounds selected, all physicochemical parameters
quired are known with sufficient accuracy. Contact ang
with respect to a macroscopic Ag surface were measured
liquid mixtures with various mixing ratios@20# using the
Wilhelmy plate method and a goniometer. The contact an
for n-propanol liquid on a NaCl surface was found to be
@20#.

In the following we summarize the main features of t
experiment; details of the experimental system are prese
elsewhere@21,22#. A schematic diagram of the experiment
arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. Ag or NaCl particles we
generated in a high-temperature tube furnace at tempera
of about 1310 K~Ag particles! or 920 K ~NaCl particles!.
Carefully filtered and dried air was passed through the f
nace tube at constant flow rate. Ag or NaCl was evapora
from a ceramic boat and subsequent cooling resulted in
mogeneous nucleation of particles. For the case of Ag p
ticles, alternatively, air or high-purity nitrogen was used
study possible effects of oxidation. A monodispersed fract
of the aerosol with an average diameter of approximatel
nm was extracted by means of an electrostatic aerosol c
sifier and subsequently neutralized. The size distribution
this aerosol fraction was measured using a differential e
trical mobility spectrometer~EMS! and geometric standar
5-2
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FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the exper
mental system.
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deviations of 1.07~Ag particles! and 1.05~NaCl particles!
were found.

It is well known that NaCl particles produced by th
method we employ are aggregates of smaller primary p
ticles, which can be made to collapse to denser structures
example, due to cohesive forces between adsorbed v
molecules@23#. We tested this possibility by introducing th
8-nm NaCl particles to saturated propanol vapor. The res
ing particle size was 6.9 nm, which we employed in t
calculations described below. Similar experiments with s
saturated water vapor have shown that the reduction of N
particle size is practically independent of the solubility of t
particle compound in the condensing liquid.

Binary n-propanol–water vapor mixtures in air were o
tained by means of the spray-evaporation method. A liq
mixture with the desired mixing ratio was injected by a hig
precision syringe pump through a micro-orifice with a dia
eter of 20mm into a heating unit at a selectable, consta
feed rate. The resulting liquid beam was quantitativ
evaporated and mixed with carefully filtered and dried air
well as with the monodispersed aerosol at flow rates p
cisely controlled by means of critical orifices. Homogeneo
mixtures of air,n-propanol, and water vapor were obtained
a mixing unit. It should be emphasized that the partial va
pressures obtained are defined by the compositions of
liquid mixture and the flow rates considered without ref
ence to literature data on equilibrium vapor pressures
order to achieve the desired vapor supersaturations, the
nary vapor mixtures obtained together with the aerosol c
sidered were passed into a thermostated expansion cham
During a computer controlled measurement cycle adiab
expansion was initiated by opening of a valve connecting
chamber to a low-pressure buffer tank. The pressure d
inside the expansion chamber was monitored by a fast
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cision pressure transducer. Expansion times around 5
were typically observed. Temperature and vapor phase
tivities after expansion were determined using Poisson’s l
It is notable that the buffer tank will prevent any significa
changes of the total gas pressure in the chamber after ex
sion has occurred.

Those particles causing heterogeneous nucleation at
vapor phase activities considered will grow to visible siz
Size and number concentration of the growing drops w
measured by means of the constant-angle Mie scatte
method@24#. To this end the growing particles in the expa
sion chamber are illuminated by a laser beam. The light fl
scattered at a selectable, constant scattering angle, as w
the light flux transmitted through the expansion chamber,
monitored by appropriate sensors, which have been c
brated relative to each other. In order to compensate for p
sible influences of extinction on the scattered light flux, it
normalized relative to the light flux transmitted through t
expansion chamber. The normalized scattered light flux
time curves obtained show a quite rich morphology in qu
titative agreement with corresponding theoretical light fl
vs size curves calculated according to Mie theory. After
tablishing a unique correspondence between experime
and theoretical light scattering extrema, size and num
concentration of the growing droplets can be determined
dependently and quantitatively without referring to any e
ternal empirical calibration.

Before performing experiments on heterogeneous nu
ation, the actual unary vapor phase activities occurring a
the adiabatic expansion were verified by comparing exp
mental and theoretical drop growth curves@25#. In fact, drop
growth rate is a very sensitive indicator for vapor supersa
rations. Based on comparisons of experimental and theo
cal droplet growth rates it can be estimated that poss
5-3
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errors of the vapor phase activities obtained after expan
are less than61%.

Heterogenous nucleation was studied during a serie
subsequent measurements of the droplet concentrationN at
stepwise increasing vapor phase activities. Beyond cer
activities, an increase of the droplet concentration was
served. Upon further increase of the vapor phase activ
the droplet concentration was found to approach a cons
value, Ntot , indicating that all particles were finally act
vated. Correspondingly, the heterogenous nucleation p
abilities, P5N/Ntot , can be obtained experimentally.
quite steep increase of the nucleation probabilities with
creasing activities can be observed. The vapor phase ac
ties, at whichP50.5 and thus half of the particles are ac
vated, will in the following be referred to as onset activiti
for heterogeneous nucleation.

It is notable that all data points refer to a constant nuc
ation temperature~285 or 288 K for measurements with A
or NaCl particles, respectively!. In order to obtain isotherma
nucleation probability curves, the vapor phase activities a
expansion in the expansion chamber were varied by cha
ing the liquid feed rate from the syringe pump rather th
changing the expansion ratio.

A quantitative comparison of the experimentally obtain
nucleation probabilities and the corresponding onset ac
ties with corresponding theoretical calculations will be p
sented and discussed below.

III. THEORY

In this work the extended classical theory of binary h
erogeneous nucleation was applied to water–n-propanol
mixtures ~see Kulmalaet al., 2001 @22#!. In this theory the
critical embryos, although sometimes consisting only o
few molecules, are considered to be objects with mac
scopic properties. The physicochemical properties neede
the calculations are surface tension, contact angle, den
saturation vapor pressures, and activities as a function
composition and temperature.

For soluble mixtures the activation theory~see also Pe-
tersenet al., 2001@26#! has been used as well.

A. Heterogeneous nucleation

1. Energy barrier

First we summarize the theory for homogeneous nu
ation. Consider a binary cluster consisting ofnw molecules
of speciesw and na molecules of speciesa suspended in
supersaturated vapor where the temperature isT, the vapor
pressure isPv , and the mole fraction of speciesa in the
vapor isxav . The cluster is modeled as a uniform spheric
liquid droplet of radiusr and volumeV5 4

3 pr 3. Let r i l be
the number density of speciesi in the uniform liquid. The
total number of molecules of speciesi is expressed asni
5nil 1nis , where the number of molecules in the bulk pha
is nil 5r i l V, and nis is the surface excess number of mo
ecules that corrects for the difference between the den
profiles of our uniform droplet model and the actual clust
The critical cluster size~denoted by the asterisk! can be
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found by minimizing the formation free energy of a clust
with respect tona and nw ~see Laaksonenet al., 1999 @27#
for details!. If we assume that the liquid is incompressib
we obtain the equation

vaDmw5vwDma , ~1!

which can be used to find the composition of the critic
nucleusxil . HereDm i5m i l (T,Pv ,xil )2m iv(T,Pv ,xiv) with
m i l and m iv denoting the liquid and vapor phase chemic
potentials, respectively, andv i l (T,xil ) is the partial molecu-
lar volume of speciesi.

Now we fix the position of the dividing surface dete
mined byr * so that it coincides with the surface of tensio
which means that we require@]s/]r * #50 to hold@28#. The
radius of the cluster can then be obtained from the Kel
equations

Dm i1
2sv i

r *
50 ~ i 5w,a!. ~2!

The free energy of formation of the critical cluster is no
given by

DG* 5
4

3
pr * 2s. ~3!

It has been shown@27# that the surface of tension is indepe
dent of the curvature of the droplet if~and only if! the con-
dition

nwsvw1nasva50 ~4!

holds at the surface of tension. In nucleation calculations,
surface tension of a flat surface is practically always us
since no other data are available. Thus, for the theory to
internally consistent, one has to assume~albeit implicitly!
that the equimolar surface specified by Eq.~4! coincides with
the surface of tension.

If the nucleation takes place heterogeneously, i.e., is
tiated by a pre-existing particle, the theory is somewhat
tered. The Gibbs free energy of formation of a critical clus
from a binary mixture of vapors onto a curved surface
given by the expression@9#

DGHet* 5
1

2
DGHomo* f ~m,z!. ~5!

Here

f ~m,z!511S 12mz

g D 3

1z3F223S z2m

g D1S z2m

g D 3G
13mz2S z2m

g
21D ~6!

with

g5~11z222mz!1/2 ~7!

and
5-4
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z5
Rp

r *
, ~8!

whereRp is the radius of curvature of the solid surface. T
contact angleu is given by cosu5m5(s132s23)/s12, where
s i j is the interfacial free energy between the phasesi and j.
The gas phase is indexed by 1, the cluster by 2, and
substrate by 3. The contact angle used in the case of wa
n-propanol mixture was based on experiments@20# yielding
the following result:

u5
92.567 361388.2953x

1124.127 55x
, ~9!

x being the mole fraction in the critical cluster. Equation~9!
gives the value of the contact angle in degrees. The radiur *
of the critical cluster is the same as given by homogene
nucleation theory. Thus, the heterogeneous critical clu
can be thought of as a segment of the homogeneous nu
specified by the contact angle and the curvature of the
derlying surface.

2. Nucleation rate and nucleation probability

The nucleation rate can be expressed as@29,30#

I 5RavFZ expS 2
DG*

kT D . ~10!

Here Rav denotes the average condensation rate andF de-
notes the total number of nucleating molecules, clusters,
ticles, etc., depending on the system in question.~For in-
stance, in homogeneous nucleationF would be the total
number of molecules in the vapor, and in ion-induced nuc
ation the number of ions!. In the case of heterogeneou
nucleation the identification ofF is not straightforward. Sev
eral different expressions for the factorF in heterogeneous
nucleation rate can be found in the literature.

The heterogeneous nucleation rate includes the adsorp
mechanism through the quantityNads ~the total number of
molecules adsorbed per unit area on the solid nuclei!. The
number of adsorbed water molecules isNw

ads5bwtw . Here
b i is the impinging rate of molecules of speciesi on the
surface of the solid particle andt i is the time that a molecule
i spends on the surface of the solid particle. In t
n-propanol–water mixture both water andn-propanol mol-
ecules have to be taken into account. Thus the total num
of adsorbed molecules isNads5Nw

ads1Na
ads5bwtw1bata .

The residence time is given byt5toexp(E/RT), whereto
is a characteristic time andE is the heat of adsorption. ForE
Lazaridiset al. ~1991! @10# used the latent heat of condens
tion given by Adamson~1982! @31#. Hamill et al. ~1982! @32#
used the value 2.4310216 s for t0, and the value 10 800
cal/mol forE, while Lazaridiset al. ~1991! @10# made use of
the fact thatto corresponds to 1/no @31#, whereno is the
characteristic frequency of vibration. The vibration betwe
two molecules can be calculated using the nearest-neig
harmonic oscillator approximation. The angular frequen
(v) of the oscillator is
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1

mm
, ~11!

wheremm is the reduced mass of the two molecules. FoV
Lazaridiset al. ~1991! @10# used the modified Lennard-Jone
potential of polar molecules resulting into52.55
310213 s, which corresponds to water-water interaction. F
n-propanol–n-propanol interaction the calculated value
t051.13310212 s. In this study the temperature-depende
value ofE was 10 640 cal/mol for water and 11 740 cal/m
for n-propanol atT5285 K.

The nucleation rate corresponds to the rate of parent
ticles activated to growth, i.e., formation of the first critic
cluster on the surface of the particle@10#:

I Het54pRp
2NadsRavZNparexpS 2

DG*

kT D . ~12!

HereNpar is the number concentration of the solid particle
The average condensation rateRav is given by

Rav5
Abwba

bwsin2u1bacos2u
, ~13!

whereA denotes the surface area of the embryo lying on
surface of a pre-existing particle andu5arctan@x/(12x)#,
wherex is the mole fraction of speciesa in the nucleus@30#.

The probability for one particle to nucleate within som
nucleation timet is

P512exp~2I Hett !. ~14!

The theoretical onset activities, where half of the number
aerosol particles are activated to growth, were determine
the model runs by setting the nucleation probability to 0.

B. Activation theory

The nucleation of water vapor on deliquesced soluble p
ticles~activation! can be described by the Ko¨hler theory@33#.
Köhler activation is a mechanistic rather than stocha
nucleation process since the droplet growth is not initiated
a free-energy barrier crossing at a metastable state. To un
stand the Ko¨hler theory, consider the coexistence of aqueo
salt droplets with humid air. The salt, which is assumed to
completely involatile, depresses the equilibrium vapor pr
sure of water above droplet surface~Raoult effect!. On the
other hand, the droplet curvature tends to increase it~Kelvin
effect!. By plotting the equilibrium relative humidity as
function of droplet diameter for a given amount of salt in t
droplet, one obtains a so called ‘‘Ko¨hler curve,’’ which is the
result of the competition between the Raoult and the Kel
effects. The curve exhibits a maximum~the Köhler maxi-
mum! at some relative humidity slightly above 100%. Th
Köhler maximum becomes higher as the diameter of
original salt particle is lowered. When the relative humid
is raised above the maximum, the solution droplet is said
activate, and the droplet starts growing rapidly due to n
equilibrium condensation of water.
5-5
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When heterogeneous water-propanol nucleation ta
place on NaCl particles, Ko¨hler activation is expected to tak
place in water rich vapor mixtures. However, the addition
n-propanol into the water solution decreases the NaCl s
bility very effectively. The Köhler theory has therefore to b
modified. First of all, there are now two equations describ
the equilibrium, one for water vapor and one forn-propanol
vapor @34#. Second, the decreased solubility of the s
nucleus needs to be accounted for. Therefore, consider
equilibrium of a ternaryn-propanol–water–NaCl solution
droplet containing a partially dissolved salt core. At giv
moles ofn-propanol and water in the droplet, the number
salt moles is obtained from solubility. The equations desc
ing the equilibrium are

Ai5
Pi

Psi
5xi f iexpS 2sv i

kTRD , ~15!

whereAi is the vapor phase activity of speciesi ~either water
or propanol!, Pi is partial pressure ofi, Psi is the saturation
vapor pressure of pure speciesi, xi is the mole fraction ofi in
the ternary solution,f i is the activity coefficient ofi, v i is the
partial molecular volume ofi, andR is droplet radius, given
by

R5F3

4
p~Vc1nwvw1nava1nsvs!G1/3

. ~16!

HereVc is the volume of the undissolved NaCl core, and t
n’s are the numbers of molecules for water, alcohol, and
in the solution.

Because there are no experimental equations availabl
the activity coefficients of the water–propanol–sodium ch
ride system, we have to estimate them. An accurate des
tion of the phase equilibrium of water–organic-electroly
solutions would involve a combination of thermodynam
models such as the UNIFAC~universal functional group ac
tivity coefficient! model that describes organic solutions a
the Pitzer model that describes electrolytes. However,
would be a very time consuming task, and instead we re
to a more approximate treatment by characterizing the
tem as pseudobinary@35#. In other words, we assume that
the solution, the salt is in ionic form and associated only w
water, which permits treating the system as if composed
two components~propanol and water1salt!. We can thus ob-
tain an estimate for the water and propanol activity coe
cients in the ternary system using experimental express
for binary water-propanol and water-NaCl activity coef
cients@35#. In practice, we define a new alcohol mole fra
tion y5na /(na1nw) and calculate Van Laar activity coeffi
cientsga

v l andgw
v l for propanol and water, respectively, as

function ofy. We then calculate the water activity coefficie
gw

s in an aqueous NaCl solution having a water mole fract
of z5nw /(nw12ns). The propanol and water activity coe
ficients required for Eq.~15! are then given byga5ga

v l and
gw5gw

v lgw
s .

In water-propanol solutions, the NaCl solubility decreas
strongly and quite nonlinearly as a function of propanol co
centration. The pseudobinary approximation is best suited
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solutions in which the salt solubility decreases more or l
linearly as the concentration of the organic compound
creases. The pseudobinary approximation is therefore p
ably quite simplified in the water-propanol–NaCl syste
however, we believe that it is still a better assumption th
e.g., ideality of the solution.

The surface tension of the ternary system is also unkno
and has to be estimated. As a basis, we use the binary w
propanol surface tension calculated using the mole fractioy,
and add a correction term due to the salt. The correction t
is given by the difference between the surface tension o
aqueous salt solution having the mole fractionz and the sur-
face tension of pure water.

The number of dissolved salt molecules,ns , in a droplet
with nw water molecules andna propanol molecules can, in
principle, be obtained from experimental solubility da
However, small particles are known to have increased s
bilities compared to larger particles@36#. To account for the
size effect we should know solid-liquid surface tension
which are not available. On the other hand, using handb
solubilities results in unphysical nucleation behavior~non-
monotonously behaving onset activity curve!. We therefore
have to resort to using the solubility as a function of pr
panol concentration as an adjustable parameter. The N
solubility mole fraction that we apply in our calculations
given byns /(nw1na1ns)50.0993(12y)1.07. This leads to
quite high solubilities at intermediate solution compositio
compared to experimental bulk solubilities. Whether the
cessity of using such a functional form for the solubility
caused by our approximate activity coefficients and surf
tension, or by some physical feature missing from the th
retical formulation~such as the solubility size dependence
the disjoining pressure effect present in thin films; see, e
@37#!, has to be left for future consideration.

When making numerical calculations with the activati
theory, we look for equilibria at a fixed ratioAa /Aw by it-
eratively solving Eqs.~15! for water and propanol. For a
given number of water molecules in the solution (nw) we
then obtainna , Aw , andAa . In the modified theory the sal
core can be partially or totally dissolved. When plotting t
diameter of the droplet versus water activity at fixedAa /Aw ,
we obtain curves that have two maxima@26#. The first maxi-
mum is found for the completely undissolved salt partic
and the second one corresponds to the ordinary Ko¨hler maxi-
mum. In water-rich vapor mixtures the second maximum
higher, and thus nucleation requires a water activity hig
than that at the Ko¨hler-type maximum. In propanol-rich mix
tures the first maximum is higher, and thus nucleation
quires activation of the dry NaCl particle, which takes pla
when water activity becomes higher than that at the fi
maximum.

Note that because the activation theory is not a proba
listic theory, in the same sense as the heterogeneous n
ation theory described in the previous sections, there is
way to obtain a nucleation probability curve for a strict
monodisperse particle size distribution. In other words,
particles of a given size the probability of activation is a
sumed to be zero when the vapor activities are below th
of the higher of the two maxima described above, and un
when the maximum is reached. However, since the satura
5-6
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ratio at the maximum depends on the size of the dry parti
a curve corresponding to the nucleation probability curve
be calculated if the dry particle size distribution is known

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have measured heterogeneous nucleation probabi
for nucleation ofn-propanol and water vapor on Ag an
NaCl particles. Furthermore, heterogeneous nucleation
n-propanol–water vapor mixtures with various mixing rati
on Ag and NaCl particles was considered. We perform
nucleation measurements for oxidized and nonoxidized
particles. Surprisingly, no significant differences of t
nucleation behavior were observed and for the following
thus consider only the results for oxidized Ag particles. A
measurements were performed at a constant nucleation
perature. From the experimental nucleation probabilities
obtained the corresponding onset activities for heterogene
nucleation. Onset activities as well as nucleation probab
ties for heterogeneous nucleation were quantitatively co
pared with theoretical predictions.

In Fig. 2 the experimental onset activities for heterog
neous nucleation on Ag particles~oxidized! at a constant
nucleation temperature of 285 K are shown as functions
the respective vapor phase activities. For calculation of h
erogeneous nucleation probabilities and onset activities
cording to Fletcher theory the respective contact angles
required. Contact angles for liquidn-propanol–water mix-
tures on macroscopic Ag surfaces have been measured@20#,
the dependence of the contact angle on then-propanol liquid
mass fraction is shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the con
angle varies between about 90° for pure water and 20°
puren-propanol. Fletcher calculations based on these ma
scopic contact angles result in strange behavior and se
discrepancies from experimental data, even for the pure

FIG. 2. Experimental onset vapor phase activities for hetero
neous nucleation of binaryn-propanol–water vapor mixtures on A
particles~stars!. Results of corresponding model calculations bas
on the Fletcher approach for contact angle zero~dashed line! and
for a contact angle according to a fit function~solid line! are shown.
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tems, as discussed elsewhere@22#. As can be seen from Fig
2, taking a contact angle of 0° for all liquid mass fractio
leads to fair agreement with experimental data, except
water rich mixtures. Somewhat increased onset activities
nucleation of water on Ag particles have also been obser
by Porstendrferet al. @18#. In order to account for this appar
ent hydrophobic behavior of the Ag particles we assum
some increase of the contact angle with decreas
n-propanol liquid mass fractions up to a value of about 3
as shown in Fig. 3. Thereby satisfactory agreement
Fletcher theory and experiment can be achieved for all va
mixing ratios considered as can be seen in Fig. 2. The
curves in Fig. 3 illustrate the differences between mac
scopic and microscopic contact angles. The microscopic c
tact angle based on the experiments is

u5
35.82~12x!

1161.62x
~17!

where x is the mole fraction ofn-propanol in the critical
cluster. Equation~17! gives the contact angle in degrees. T
estimated error for vapor phase activities is60.01 and for
nucleation probability66%. These results underline the im
portance of a proper characterization of the microscopic p
ticle surface in order to allow a quantitative description
heterogeneous nucleation processes.

The onset activities for heterogeneous nucleation on N
particles are shown as functions of the vapor phase activ
in Fig. 4. While Ag is insoluble in both water andn-propanol
liquids, it is notable that NaCl is practically insoluble i
n-propanol liquid, but soluble in water. Correspondingly,
different nucleation behavior is observed, as can be see
Fig. 4. Due to the solubility of NaCl in water, the ons
activities are substantially reduced for water rich mixtur
On the other hand, somewhat higher onset activities as c
pared to Ag particles are even observed for heterogene

e-

d

FIG. 3. Contact angleu for binaryn-propanol–water liquid mix-
tures on an Ag surface vs then-propanol liquid mass fraction ob
tained from macroscopic measurements~dashed line! and according
to a fit procedure~solid line!.
5-7
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WAGNER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 021605 ~2003!
nucleation ofn-propanol rich mixtures on NaCl particles
even though NaCl is completely wettable byn-propanol@20#.
For SiO2 and TiO2 particles a similar effect was observed b
Chenet al. @13#.

Slightly higher onset activities are expected due to
above mentioned reduction of NaCl particle size in the pr
ence of polar vapors. We have calculated the onset activ
for nucleation ofn-propanol rich vapor mixtures on NaC
particles according to Fletcher theory assuming a con
angle of 0° corresponding to complete wettability and
counting for the reduction of NaCl particle size. As can
seen from Fig. 4, due to the particle size reduction sligh
increased onset activities are found for NaCl as compare
Ag particles, however, the experimental values for NaCl p
ticles are still higher.

Fletcher theory is not applicable for nucleation of wa
rich vapor mixtures on the water soluble NaCl particles. T
activation theory@Eqs. ~15! and ~16!#, based on Ko¨hler
theory for soluble particles, on the other hand, shows ra
good overall agreement with the experimental data. At wa
rich vapor compositions this is an expected result, but
propanol-rich vapors it is quite remarkable that the activat
theory performs similarly well as the heterogeneous nu
ation theory. On the other hand, the experimental data at
propanol activities show some scatter, the nature of wh
remains unclear for the time being. For pure propanol,
activation theory corresponds to barrierless heterogene
nucleation. The Fletcher theory, on the other hand, give
finite nucleation probability in the presence of a nucleat
barrier, and it therefore predicts a slightly lower onset ac
ity than the activation theory. The soluble-insoluble tran
tion occurring at intermediate mixing ratios has been d
cussed elsewhere@26#.

FIG. 4. Experimental onset vapor phase activities for hetero
neous nucleation of binaryn-propanol–water vapor mixtures on A
particles~stars! and on NaCl particles~triangles!. Results of corre-
sponding model calculations based on the Fletcher approach fo
particles and a contact angle according to a fit function~solid line!
and for NaCl particles and zero contact angle~dash-dotted line! are
shown. Furthermore, onset vapor phase activities according to
activation theory for NaCl particles are indicated~dashed line!.
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The onset activity curves obtained in this study for h
erogeneous nucleation on Ag and NaCl particles~Figs. 2 and
4! show a convex shape. Accordingly, only limited mutu
enhancement of heterogeneous nucleation due to the si
taneous presence of the two vapors is observed both fo
and NaCl particles. A much more pronounced mutual
hancement was observed for homogeneous nucleatio
n-propanol–water vapor@38#. The heterogeneous nucleatio
of n-propanol–water vapor thus shows a qualitatively diffe
ent behavior as compared to the homogeneous nucleatio
n-propanol–water vapor.

Figures 5–8 show the nucleation probabilities for hete
geneous nucleation on Ag particles~oxidized! as functions of
the vapor phase activity of one of the vapor components
various n-propanol–water vapor mixtures at differe
n-propanol vapor mass fractionsX. The experimental data
are compared with calculations based on Fletcher theory.
cording to the contact angle fit shown in Fig. 3, f
n-propanol rich vapor mixtures~Figs. 5 and 6! the contact
angle was taken to be 0°. For the water rich systems con
ered~Figs. 7 and 8! contact angles of 5.5° and 35.6°, respe
tively, were assumed in the calculations. The actual exp
mental particle size distribution, as obtained from EM
measurements, was taken into account in the Fletcher ca
lations. The nucleation probabilities increase with increas
vapor phase activity and certain slopes of the nuclea
probability curves are observed. While the measured on
activities are described reasonably well by Fletcher theo
the slopes of the experimental nucleation probability cur
are considerably smaller as compared to the Fletcher ca
lations. The strongest deviations of the slopes seem to o
for the one-component vapors.

e-

g

he

FIG. 5. Experimental heterogeneous nucleation probability
heterogeneous nucleation of binaryn-propanol–water vapor mix-
tures on Ag particles vs vapor phase activity~stars!. Results of
corresponding model calculations based on the Fletcher appr
for a contact angle according to a fit function and for experimen
~solid line! as well as monodispersed~dashed line! particle size
distribution are shown.n-propanol vapor mass fractionX51, con-
tact angleu50°.
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In order to study the influence of the distribution of A
particle sizes on the nucleation probabilities, we perform
nucleation calculations assuming strictly monodispersed
ticles as well. As can be seen from Figs. 5–8, the finite wi
of the Ag particle size distribution is found to have a sign
cant influence on the heterogeneous nucleation probabili
however, this influence is not sufficient to explain the o
served deviations from experiment.

For the Fletcher calculations we used an estimated nu
ation time of 1 ms. In order to investigate the influence of
nucleation time on the calculated nucleation probabilities,
considered nucleation times of 0.2 and 5 ms as well. As
be seen from Fig. 6, however, within certain limits chang
of the nucleation time will cause only insignificant chang

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but forn-propanol vapor mass fractio
X50.879, contact angleu50°. In addition theoretical results fo
nucleation times 0.2 ms~dash-dotted line! and 5.0 ms~dotted line!
are shown for comparison.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 5 but forn-propanol vapor mass fractio
X50.653, contact angleu55.5°.
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of the nucleation probabilities. The nucleation probabiliti
are mainly influenced by particle size, surface tension,
contact angle.

Nucleation probabilities for nucleation on NaCl particl
are shown in Figs. 9–13 at differentn-propanol vapor mass
fractions X. The experimental data are compared w
Fletcher calculations, applicable only forn-propanol rich va-
por mixtures, and to the activation theory, which can be

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 5 but forn-propanol vapor mass fraction
X50, contact angleu535.6°.

FIG. 9. Experimental heterogeneous nucleation probability
heterogeneous nucleation of binaryn-propanol–water vapor mix-
tures on NaCl particles vs vapor phase activity~triangles!. Results
of corresponding model calculations based on the Fletcher appr
for zero contact angle and for experimental~dashed line! as well as
monodispersed~dash-dotted line! particle size distribution are
shown. Furthermore, corresponding heterogeneous nucleation p
abilities according to the activation theory for experimental parti
size distribution are indicated~solid line!. n-propanol vapor mass
fraction X51.
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plied for the entire range of vapor mixing ratios. As me
tioned above, a soluble-insoluble transition occurs a
certain vapor mixing ratio having consequences for the h
erogeneous nucleation probabilities. Forn-propanol rich va-
por mixtures~Figs. 9 and 10! the NaCl particles are insolubl
in the condensing liquid. Correspondingly, the slopes of
experimental nucleation probability curves are significan
smaller as compared to the theoretical predictions. A sim
behavior was observed for the insoluble Ag particles~see
Figs. 5–8!. On the other hand, for water rich vapor mixtur
the NaCl particles are soluble in the condensing liquid a
activation of solution droplets with well defined surface o

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but forn-propanol vapor mass fractio
X50.879.

FIG. 11. Experimental heterogeneous nucleation probability
heterogeneous nucleation of binaryn-propanol–water vapor mix-
tures on NaCl particles vs vapor phase activity~triangles!. Corre-
sponding heterogeneous nucleation probabilities according to
activation theory for experimental particle size distribution are
dicated~solid line!. n-propanol vapor mass fractionX50.653.
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curs. This is reflected in the considerably improved agr
ment of experimental and theoretical nucleation probabilit
for the case of water rich vapor mixtures~Figs. 11–13!. For
pure water vapor as well as for water rich vapor mixtures i
observed that even the slopes of the theoretical nuclea
probability curves, as calculated according to the activat
theory, are in satisfactory agreement with experimental d
The activation theory is generally found to describe the h
erogeneous nucleation process on NaCl particles more a
rately than the Fletcher approach.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Nucleation probabilities for heterogeneous nucleation
binary vapor mixtures on well defined monodispersed p
ticles have been measured quantitatively. Heterogene

r

he
-

FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 11 but forn-propanol vapor mass fraction
X50.446.

FIG. 13. Same as Fig. 11 but forn-propanol vapor mass fraction
X50.
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nucleation of binary (n-propanol–water! vapor mixtures on
insoluble~Ag! as well as on partially soluble~NaCl! particles
has been investigated experimentally and theoretically
constant nucleation temperature.

While Ag is insoluble in both compounds considere
NaCl is soluble in water and insoluble inn-propanol. Corre-
spondingly, for heterogeneous nucleation in unary water
por the NaCl particles reveal a significantly smaller on
vapor phase activity as compared to Ag particles~see Fig. 4!.

Surface changes of Ag particles caused by possible
dation were surprisingly found not with facilitate the heter
geneous nucleation of the unary and binary vapors con
ered. A different behavior has been reported by Kotzicket al.
@12# for carbon particles. A reaction with ozone lowered t
critical water supersaturations for benzo@a#pyrene tagged car
bon particles.

Heterogeneous nucleation probabilities have b
measured as functions of the vapor phase activities
quantitatively compared with predictions by the Fletch
approach and/or the activation theory. The influence
the distribution of particle sizes on the nucleation probab
ties has been accounted for in the model calculations. W
the heterogeneous nucleation probabilities were found
approach zero below and one above certain onset v
phase activities, an increase in the nucleation probabilitie
a comparatively steep slope is observed around the o
activities.

The slopes of the nucleation probability versus vap
phase activity curves show an interesting behavior. For
soluble surfaces the theoretical slopes are generally foun
be significantly steeper as compared to the experiment.
Fletcher approach shows somewhat stronger deviation
compared to the activation theory. The finite width of t
particle size distribution was found to be insufficient to e
plain these differences. The results of this study seem
indicate a certain variability of surface properties of t
nucleating particles leading to changes of the nucleation
havior. It is notable that the deviations of theoretical slop
from the experimental ones tend to be particularly p
nounced for heterogeneous nucleation of unary vapors.

Particles soluble in the condensing liquid show a qual
tively different behavior. For heterogeneous nucleation
water-rich vapor mixtures on NaCl particles satisfacto
agreement of the experimental slopes with model calc
tions according to the activation theory was found~see Figs.
11–13!. This observation provides a strong indication th
solution droplets with well defined surface are activated a
no significant variability of the surface properties occurs. F
increasingn-propanol vapor mass fractions the experimen
slopes are found to be significantly smaller than the theo
ical prediction, consistent with the above described beha
of insoluble particles. This is a clear experimental indicat
for a soluble-insoluble transition@26#. In the range of transi-
tion the calculations according to the activation theory w
found to be very sensitive with respect to particle size.

For heterogeneous nucleation~activation! of soluble par-
ticles apparently a somewhat similar situation is encounte
as for homogeneous nucleation in that experimental and
oretical slopes of the nucleation probability curves are fou
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to be in good agreement. Furthermore, theoretical onset
por activities agree fairly well with experiment for unar
systems, while deviations occur for nucleation of binary v
pors. For insoluble particles, however, the theoretical
scription of heterogeneous nucleation is considerably m
complicated as compared to homogeneous nucleation
cause of the complex microscopic properties of the solid p
ticle surfaces. Accordingly, deviations between theoreti
and experimental slopes of the nucleation probability cur
occur, and calculations of onset activities can lead to sev
discrepancies even for unary systems, as discussed elsew
@26#.

For Ag as well as NaCl particles we have found that t
curves describing the onset vapor activities for hetero
neous nucleation of binary vapor mixtures exhibit a conv
shape~see Figs. 2 and 4!. This indicates a comparativel
weak mutual enhancement of heterogeneous nucleatio
the two vapor compounds. It is interesting to note tha
considerably more pronounced mutual enhancement
been observed for the case of homogeneous nucleatio
n-propanol–water vapor@38#.

While the Fletcher approach is restricted to heterogene
nucleation on insoluble particles, the activation theory c
be applied to soluble and partially soluble particles. T
results of this study indicate that the activation theory
more successful than the Fletcher approach in predicting
slopes of the heterogeneous nucleation probabilities as
as onset vapor phase activities for the case of nucleation
the NaCl particles over the whole range of vapor ma
fractions.

The activation theory is only applicable to particle su
faces with contact angle zero, i.e. fully wettable particl
Accordingly, our model calculations for heterogeneo
nucleation on Ag particles are based on the Fletcher
proach. Calculations using experimental values of the m
roscopic contact angles@20# as well as calculations assumin
contact angle zero have led to severe discrepancies. T
and similar discrepancies between experimental data and
oretical calculations can probably be attributed to the cho
of contact angles used in the calculations. We have achie
fairly good agreement between experimental results
model calculations for binary heterogeneous nucleation
Ag particles over the whole range of vapor mass fractions
using fit values of the contact angles, which are substanti
lower than the macroscopic experimental values~see Fig. 3!.
For liquid n-propanol mass fraction zero, i.e., pure water
fit contact angle of 35.6° was found reflecting the hydroph
bic behavior of the Ag particles with respect to water. F
increasing liquidn-propanol mass fractions the fit conta
angle quite rapidly approaches zero, indicating compl
wettability for n-propanol rich mixtures. The obtained fi
contact angles may be considered as approximate value
microscopic contact angles, which refer to the microsco
properties of the particle surface.

The results of this study indicate that macroscopic surf
properties, such as contact angles obtained from macrosc
measurements, will not be generally applicable for t
5-11
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description of heterogeneous nucleation by nanoparticle
is emphasized that the characterization of the microsco
properties of particle surfaces constitutes the key problem
a description of heterogeneous vapor nucleation. In turn
erogeneous nucleation experiments can provide informa
on the microscopic behavior of nanoparticle surfaces.
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